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1.

:rNI'roOOCl'ION
This manual describes

corrections

to the first

edition

of the RC

BASICProGRAMMING
mIDE (RCSLtb 42-i 0671).
Some corrections
are,

are due to printing

errors,

however, a consequence of new features

most of the changes
that have been

implemented in the RC BASICsystem.
The ITOst important new features

are:

- S'!'Rnl; ARRAYS:
It is row poss ibl.e to ~rk

with two-dimensional

strings.

- ra-maJND: 'nle lower round of arrays can be set to zero or ooe.
- RESET:'nle effect

of an ONERR/ESC-statement can be cancelled.

- IMPROVED
FILE SYSTEM:
Q1 systems with roving head disc,
subcatalogs

are used instead of logical

can have write-access
one logical
accessable

to the same logical

disc/subcatalog
from all

discs.

Several users

disc/subcatalog,

and

can J:e used as a program-library

terminals.

- J:.J:JCnNjUXDFF:
Q1 configurations

with some kind of disc,

the

system will make an attempt to load a program from the disc
when a terminal

is logged ori/off , 'nlis makes it poss ib.le for

the user to implement an account-system.
- PROl'ECT:It is poss ib'le (by means of the above mentioned
facility)

to prevent a user from dlanging subcatalogs,

programs into existing

files

etc.

- CAlL RXlTINES:It is oow poss ibl.e to call
subroutines

saving

assembler-coded

from RC BASICprograms.

- EXTENDED
PRECISION:'nle system can be delivered
precision-arithmetic

corresponding

with extended

to 10 decimals digits

in

2

output.

'Ihe rumber of digits

to be output can be defined by the

user by means of the DIGITS-statement.
Manyof the oorrections

in this manual have been described

previous manuals: "Corrections

(no 1 (2»

in the

to the RC BASIC

ProgrammingGuide", OCSLtb 43-GL6940(7914) which are replaced
by the present manual.
Changes or new information are marked with a vertical

bar in the

margin.
Most of the corrections
number. A positive

are mentioned by a page number and a line

line number means that lines

should be oounted

from the top of the page, a negative line number means that lines
should be oounted from the button.
With these oorrections

included,

the ProgrammingGuide

corresponds to rev. 02.00 of the RC BASICSystem.
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2.

CORRECrIONS

2.

In the list

tI

of reserved

words en the second paqe e

word

use

section

CALL

S

App. H

DIGITS

C,S

3.6.A

~

C,S

9.10.A

ProTECT

C,S

3.26.A

RESET

C,S

3.30.A

CONTENTS,
Last page, replace

line -3 by:

./

•

lJ

G

f.OOJN;un:>FFUNCl'IONS.

CONl'ENTS,
Last page, insert

v
I

after

line -2:

EXTENDED
PRECISIONIN rc BASIC.

Page 13, insert

after

line -6:

<subcatname>: '!he name of a subcatalog.
Page 17, line

J

4:

The lower round of a dimension is usually

1, it may,

however, be set to 0 by means of the IOOBaJNDstatement
(see Ch. 9).
Page 17, line

\/

10:

32 767 -> 16 380.
Page 21, line

-5 through -1:

1. A string

variable,

e.g.

2. An element of a string

ANSWERS
array,

e.g.

TEXTS(5}

4

3. A part of a string
string

variable

or a part; of an element of a

array.

4. A string

literal,

e.g.

5. The CHR(X)function,
6. A concatenation

"PETER"

e.g.

CHR(65)

of the above items, e.g.

"JCHNEMITH",

ADDRESSS
Page 22, line

V

-7:

block -> blocks.

Page 25, line

-10, -8, -6:

DAYS=31
0250 LETr-t:NI'HS="OC"IOBER";
DAYS=30
0270 LETr-nnHS="OOVEMBER";
DAYS:;31
0290 LETKNrHS="DECEMBER";
Page 29, line

6 through 9:

2. If the SAVEdprogram is en disc,
logical

v

disc/subcatalog

the system searches

to vtlich the terminal

nected for <filename> (see Ch.8).
found then the system searches
LIB and if this
logical

is con-

If <filename> is not

for a logical

disc called

is found then a search is made in this

disc for <filename>. If <filename> is not found,

the system outputs
Page 29, line

the

the error message 0100: FILE UNKNOWN.

12 and 13:

The statement:

"If <filename> is not found

..." should

be

deleted.
Page 29, insert

after

line -12:

7. W1enthe CHAINedprogram is executed,
clearing
variables

the state

it

is done without

of the program. This means that all

have the values they had, vtlen the program was

5

SAVEd.If a CHAINedprogram should be executed as if the
user had started

it by means of the corrmand RUN, then

the user rrust bring the program into "neutral"
fore it

state

be-

is SAVEd:

1 stop

insert

STOPas the first

statement
; execute the program

RUN

1

delete STOP-statement

SAVE"<filename>"

SAVEthe program

Page 30, insert

after

line -4:

4. '!he number of items in each DATA-statementis limited.
Each list

may contain 22 (in extended precision

15) numeric items. If the list

contains string

the maximal number of items depends

V

00

systems
elements

the length of the

strings.
If the list

has too many elements, error message no.

0009: LINETOOLONG
will be output Whenthe DATA-statement is entered.
Page 31, line -3:
rrore that - > rrore than.
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Page 33, insert

after

line 14:

3.6A DIGITS
Format
DIGITS=. <expr>
<expr>: a nuneric expression \ttlich evaluates
integer,

to an

1 <= <expr> <= 10.

Use
As a statement or ccmnand to define the maximal number of
digits

output in PRINl'-staternents in systems with extended

precision

arithmetic.

Remarks
1. '!he default

value of DIGITSis 6.

2. '!he statement/a:mnand has
normal ~ecision

effect

in systems with

arithmetic.

3. If <expr> evaluates
greater

00

to a number smaller than 1 or

than 10, DIGITSis set equal to 1 respectively

10.
4. For further

remarks, see appendix I.

7

Page 33, line -12 through -1:

DIM

<svar>«l»
<sarray>(<n>,<l»
<array>(<m»
<array>«row>,<ool»

<svar>:
<1>:

V

<svar> (<1»
<sarray>(<n>,<1»
<array>(<m»
<array> (<row>, <001»

a string variable
a numeric expression, v.hich evaluates to the
length of a string variable or the length of each

element in a string array.
<sarray>: a string array name.
<n>:
a numeric expression, v.hich evaluates to the number of elements in a string array.
<array>:
<''11>:

<roW>:
<001>:

an array name
a numeric expression, v.hich evaluates to the number of the last element in a one-dimensional array.
a numeric expression, which evaluates to the number of the last ~w in a two-dimensional array.
a numeric expression, v.hich evaluates to the number of the last column in a two-dimensional array.

Page 34, 1 ine 1 through 4:
Use
As a statement or oammand to define explicitly the size of
one or nore numeric variable arrays, string variables or
string arrays. (FOr the dimensioning of string variables,
see Chapter 5).

8

Page 34, line

15:

1 <= value -> 0 <= value

L,/

Page 34, line -8:
less

v

than 1 -> less

than the lower bound

(as defined by means of the u:MBaJND-statement, see Chapter
9. )

Page 35, line -9:

v

32767 -> 16380

Page 54, insert

v'

after

line -13:

3. 18A: IrnBOOND
For description,

Page 55, insert

after

see Chapter 9.

line 8:

3. EXecution of a RESETERRstatement (see sect.
will restore
Page 56, insert

v

after

normal error action.
last

line:

6. EXecution of a RESETme statement (see sect.
will restore

3.30A)

the normal ESCapekey function.

3.30A)

9

Page 73, insert

after

line -3:

3 • 26A PRaI'ECT
Format
PROI'ECT
= <expr>
<expr>: a numeric expression
protection

specifying

a

mask.

Use
As a statement

or ccmnand to protect

certain

statements

cOITU11aI1ds
from being executed

00

execute a protected

will cause an error

facility

the tenninal.

or

An attempt to
message to

be output.
Remarks
1. Protection

codes:

1• PROI'ECT
2. CONNECT
4. RELEASE

8. ooPY
16. ooPY to existing

file

32. LIST in existing

file

64. SAVEin existing

file

2. If PROl'ECT=1
has been executed,

the protection-mask

cannot be changed. ']he mask will be cleared
tenninal

when the

is logged off.

3. ']he PROI'ECT
statement
grams. Fbr further

is especially

details

useful

see APP. G.

in UXDN-pro-

10

Example
PROl'ECT

=

1+2+4

The CCNNECTand RELFASE statements
be executed

00

the tenninal.

and cxmnands cannot

11

Page 79, insert
3.30A

after

line

19:

RESET

Fonnat

v
Use
As a statement

to cancel

the effect

of an ON-ESCor

ON-ERRstatement.
Remarks
1. After execution of a RESETstatement
action

the nonnal

is restored.

See ON-ERR,sect.

3.20 and CN-ESC,sect.

3. 21 •

12

Page 92, line
v

2

-10:
16 -> 2

Page 103, insert

after

15
line -13:

5.1 .8 String arrays
The array-concept
strings.

can be used in connection

Dimensioning of a string

array

lished by means of the DIMstatement,
3), for example:
DIM'IEXTS{20,40)

with

is accomp-

(see Chapter

The string array TEXTSconsists of 20 string-elements
each 40 characters
long. The i'th element can b: referenced as TEXTS
( i). 'IEXTS
( i , j) is a reference
the j' th character in the i' th element, and

v

TEXTS
( i, j ,k) points
in the i'th element
The lower bound of
the first element)

to

our dlaracter
number j through k
of the string array.
a string array (i.e.
the number of
is usually 1. By means of the I..Dil-

BClJND-statement (see Chapter 9) the lower bound may,
however, be set to zero. 'Ihe first character
string element will always be number 1.

in

Example

Ccmrent

0010 TAB=4

The 5 names are

0020 DIMNAMES(5,8)

stored

0030 LEFI' 1=1
0040 REPFAT
0050
READNAMES(I)

array NAMES

0060
0070
0080
0090
0100
0110

LE~ 1=1+1
UNl'IL D5
FOR 1=1 TO 5
PRINTNAMES(I)
NEXTI
DP.TA"PETER,"JOHN", "OOBERI'''
, "OOBERI'A"
, "DIANA"

PETER

JOHN

OOBERI'OOBERI'A
DIANA

a

in the string

13

Exarrple

Ccmnent

0010 DIM TEXTS{6,5)
0020 FOR I=1 TO 6
0030
LET TEXTS{I)="TEXT",ClIR.{48+I)
0040 NEXT I
0050 FOR I=6 TO 2 STEP -1
0060
PRINT TEXTS{I)

print

string element 6 to 2

print

string element 1, cha-

0070 NEXT I
0080 FOR I=1 TO 5
0090
PRINT TEXTS{1,I);
0100 NEXT I
0110 PRINT
0120 PRINT TEXTS{2,3,LEN{TEXTS(2)))

racter
print

by character

string element 2,

fran character

TEXT6
TEXTS
TEXT4
TEXT3 .
TEXT2
TEXT1
XT2

00.

3.

14

Page 108, insert

after

line 1:

If the lower round of arrays has been set to zero (by
means of the u:mBCXJND-statement,
see Chapter 9), then
MATRIXAwill have 11 rows (no. 0 through 10) and 21 columns
(0 through 20).
Page 124, line

1 and 2:

7. Logical Discs/Subcatalogs
7.1.
7.1.1.

Introduction.
Logical Discs.

Page 126, line

U

and Related Commands.

protection

5:
key -> protection

key (>0)

15

Page 126, insert before line 14:
7.1.2.

SUbcatalogs.

The logical discs described in Sect. 7.1.1.
on systems with flexible

discs.

01

are always used

systems with novinq-head

disc (systems running under the DOMUS
operating system) RC
BASICwill usually use subcatalogs in stead of logical
discs.

'Ihe subcatalogs can be considered as being a part; of

the DOMUS
system, and therefore they will not be described
in this manual. 'Ihe reader is referred to ref.

[1] and [2].

Once a subcatalog has been created (by means of the IX)MUS
utility

program SUBCA,
see ref.

[1]) it may fran the BASIC-

users point of view be looked at as a logical disc, except
for a few minor differences

that will be mentioned in the

following:
- The nameof a subcatalog consists of max. 5 characters.
- The nameof a file

contained in a subcatalog consists of

max. 5 characters.
- A subcatalog does not have a fixed size.

Files maybe

created within the subcatalog as long as there is space
on the disc holding the subcatalog.
- The INIT-, IOCK- and USERS-camnand
(Sect. 7.4, 7.5 and
7.8) are blind,

i.e.

they have no effect \\hen used in

subcatalog-systems.
- The concept "exclusive user" does rot exist

in connection

with subcatalogs. Whena user connects his terminal to a
subcatalog and he specifies

a correct protection key, he

will be allowed to perform all kinds of operations on the
files

contained in the subcatalog. 'Ihis does not mean,

that other users are excluded fran the actual subcatalogs. In other words: all

users mayperform all kinds of

16

operations

at the same time. It is, however, not posaib.le

for two or rrore users to write into or delete the same
file

at the same time.

- If a subcatalog does rot have a protection
allowed to perform all

operations

key, a user is

(including "DELETE")

if he knows the nameof the subcatalog.
- The main catalog of the system can be looked at as a subcatalog namedCAT with protection

key equal to zero. If a

user has rot oonnected his terminal to a subcatalog,

he

will be connected to CAT. 'Ibe user is then allowed to
read all
files,

files

described in CAT, but he may only change

that have been created fran BASIC.'Ibis means,

that all

system-files

are ~tected

against destruction.

17

Page 126, line -10:
Remarks (logical

disc-systems)

1. If the user CCNNECT
s to
' a logical disc \otlich has a protection

key (<>O)without specifying

read fram the logical
2. If the user specifies
lue is rorrect,

this,

he may only

disc.
a protection

key (<>O) and the va-

he becanes the exclusive user of

<ldname>and may oow write to as well as read fran
<ldname>, \otlereas

00

other user may connect; his tenninal

to <ldname>.
3. If a C~

is given fram a tenn:i.mal\otlich is

already ronnected to a logical

disc,

(see Sect. 7.7) will autanatically
4. If the protection
zero, this logical

a RELEASE-command

be executed.

key of a logical

disc is equal to

disc can be used by several users at

the same time. '!he users will be able to CREATE,
RENAME,
read fram and write to files

on the logical

they do oot specify a protection
a file

disc,

key \otlenCONNECTing.
If

is to be DELETE
I d,
this can only be done by a

user, \otlois exclusive user of the logical
comes exclusive user of a logical

disc.

Ole be-

disc with protection

key equal to zero by specifying any protection

equal

if

key oot

to zero when CCNNECTing.

The following table shows which kind of access the user
will have depending on the protection
disc and the key specified

key of the logical

in the COONECT-ccmnand.
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=0

i.e.

Protec-

>0

no key

tion key of
the I

ical disc

=0

>0

Write-access:

Exclusive use:

all kind of access

all kind of ac-

is allowed except

cess is allow-

DELETE

ed

Read-access only

Exclusive use:
all

kind of ac-

cess is allowed.

Remarks (subcatalog-systems)
1. If the user COONECT
s to
' a subcatalog which has a protection key (<>0) without specifying this, he may only
read fram files

contained in the subcatalog.

2. If the user specifies
correct,

a protection

key and the value is

he is allowed to perform all kinds of c.pera-

tions on files

contained in the subcatalog.

3. If a COONECT-canmand
is given fram a terminal which is
already conncted to a subcatalog, a RELEASE-ccmnand
(see
Sect. 7.7) will autanatically

be executed.

4. If a subcatalog does not have a protection

key, a user

is allowed to perform all kinds of operations on files
contained in the subcatalog,
catalog.

if he CONNECT's
to the sub-

19

The following table shows which kind of access the user
will have depending en the protection
and the key specified

key of the subcatalog

in the COONECT-canmand.

Key specified
inCOONECT-

=0

i.e.

Protec-

>0

no key

tion key of
the subcatal
=0

>0

all kinds of

all

access is

access is

allowed

allowed

read-access

all

only

eccess is

kinds of

kinds of

al Loeed (if

the key is
correct)

20

Page 127-132:

v

<ldname>-> <ldnarne>/<sUbcatname>
logical

disc -> logical

disc/subcatalog

Page 127, line 14:

v

user"s -> user's

Page 127, line -11:
1. A file

can be copied to a logical disc/subcatalog

if the user has write-access
logical
Page 128, insert

disc/subcatalog
after

after

of that

(see Sect. 7.2).

line -12:

4. 'fue INIT-conmand
Page 129, insert

to the files

only

has no effect

in subcatalog-systems.

line 13:

5. 'fue IDCK-ccmnand
has no effect

in subcatalog-systems.

21

Page 130, Iemarks to lOOKUP.
Remarks 1-6 only applies

to logical-disc

systems.

In subcatalog-systems the listing of files will look as
follows: ('Ihe headings will only I:::.e printed, if the lOOKUP
"SLPT" form of the cx:mnandis used).
LBYTE LBIDCKSEQ
NAMEATrRIBUl'ELEmIH nIDEX RLENGTH
RECSIZE OO.REC RAN
POOG1••••••••
DATA1••••••••

V
F

3
7

576
666

6
12

133
80

3
42

LENGTH,nIDEXand Rl:.EOOIH
are usually of no interest
of BASIC. Fbr further information, see ref. [2].
NAME:

S
R
for the user

The name of file.

A'ITRIBUl'ES:
V: The file is extendable.
F: The file has a fixed length i.e.
is not extendable.

it

LENGTH:The length of the file.
INDEX: The number of the sector, mere the
indexblock of the file is placed.
:RLER;'ffi:The reserved length of the file.
LBYTE:

(sequential files).
The number of
bytes used in the last block written.

LBIDCK: (sequential files).
The number of
the last block written.
RECSIZE:(randan access files).
The length (in
bytes) of the record.
NO.REC: (randan access files).
The number of
records in the file.
SEO/RAN:
S: a sequential file.
R: a randcm access file.
Only the files that have been created fran BASICwill I:::.e
listed although other files will I:::.e accessable for reading.

22

Page 132, insert
(/

after

line 6:

3. '!he USERS-command
has

00

effect

in subcatalog-systems.

Page 133, line 6:

LJ

Logical discs -> logical discs/subcatalogs.

Page 133-150:
Logical disc -> logical
Page 133, insert

V

after

Serial printer

disc/subcatalog.

line -10:

(SSP)

Page 134, line 2-4:
In logical disc-systems a RCBASICfile

comprises a number

of consecutive blocks in a logical disc.

Each file

is de-

scribed separately by an entry in the subcatalog of the logical disc (see Sect. 7.1). In subcatalog-systems an RC
BASICfile

consists of a numberof slices

ced anywhere on the disc. A slice

that can be pla-

is a numberof consecu-

tive blocks; the numberdepends on bow the OOMUS-disc
has
been generated, but it is usually 6 (see also ref.

[2].)

Page 134, line 6:
Logical disc -> logical disc/subcatalogs.
Page 134, line 13-14:
In logical disc-systems the nameoonsists of 1 to 8 characters,
racters

and in subcatalog-systems 1 to 5 character.

011y cha-

with decimal values between 32 and 127 (see appen-

dix D) are legal.
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Page 135, line 13 and
Page 137, line -16 and
Page 149, line 2:
Replace "oorrectly specified the protection key of the logical disc/subcatalog in the CCNNECT-ccmmand" by
"has write-access to the files of the logical disc/subcatalog to which the terminal is ronnected"
Page 135:

V

Replace lines -5 through -3 by
A discfile can cnly be CRFATEd, RENAMlli or written into if
the user has write-access to the logical disc/subcatalog
(see Chapter 7, <DNNECT).
A discfile can cnly be DELETEd if the user is exclusive
user of the logical disc/subcatalog.

,

24

Page 137, line 4:
<filename>: the nameof the disc file

to be created, ex-

pressed as a string literal
variable.

or by means of a

In logical disc-systems the namecon-

of 1 to 8 characters,

sists

systems 1 to 5 character.

and in

subcatalog-

011y characters with

decimal value between 32 and 127 (see appendix
D) are legal.
Page 137, line -9 - -1:
3. In subcatalog-systems a file

that is created with size

equal to 0 will be extendable. 'nlis means that the file
will be extended if the user writes rrore data into the
file,

than can be held in the blocks actually allocated

to the file.

If <size> is >0 the length of the file will

be fixed, Le.

the file

can not be extended.

4. In logical disc-system a file

that is created with

<size> equal to 0 will be given a length corresponding
to the numberof free blocks in the logical disc. 'nle
file

can then be used for output, and when it is CI.OSEd

(see Sect. 8.2),
than me file

the system will truncate it.

NJ rrore

(in logical disc-systems) created with

<size> equal to 0 can be used, unless the files

in

question have already been CLOSEd mce.
5. <size> must be poai t ive , if the file
file.

is a randan access

25

Page 138, line 1:

V

5 -> 6

Page 138, line 7:
(j

6 -> 7

Page 138, line -5 through -3:
1. A file can be deleted cnly if the user is exclusive user
of the logical disc containing the file to be deleted

v

(see Chapter 7,
Page 138,

mNNECT).

DELETE:

Remarks 1-3 only applies to logical disc-system. In subcatalog-systems a file can be deleted, if the user has
write-access to the subcatalog.
Page 143, line 5:

v

mode

a

or 3 -> mode 0, 2 or 3.

Page 149, line -13:
\..

!rode a or 3 -> mode 0, 2 or 3.

Page 160, line -8 and
Page 170, line -3:
disc file -> disc file (only possible if the user has
write-access to a logical disc/subcatalog).

26

Page 161, insert

after

last line,

Page 170, insert

after

line 5:

3. If the SAVEd
program is

logical

disc/subcatalog

and

en disc, the system searches the
to which the terminal is oonnected

for <filename> (see Chapter 8).

If <filename> is oot found

then the system searches for a logical disci subcatalog
called LIB and if this
this

is found then a search is made in

logical disc/subcatalog

for <filename>. If <filename>

is oot found, the system outputs the error message 0100:
FILE ~.

27

Page 162, insert

before line 5:

9 • 1 OA IrnBa.JND

Format
I.OOBCXJNIF<expr>
<expr>: a numeric expression

vtiich evaluates

to 0 or 1
Use
As a carmand or statement to change the lower bound
of numeric and string

arrays.

Remark
1. The default
the first

lower bound is 1 (i.e.

the number of

element in an array is cne). By means of

the ~statement

the lower bound nay,

mw-

ever, be set to zero.
2. If lowerboLmdis zero, the row and oolumn no. zero
is included in all macrdx-operae ions ,
3. The ~statement

can be placed anywhere in

an RC BASIC program. Each time an array element is
referenced
as the first

the current

lower bound will be taken

element of the array.
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Ccmnent

Example

0010 ~=1
0020 DIM

A(5)

0030 FOR I=1 'ID 5
LET A(I)=I
0040
0050 NEXT I
0060 FOR I=1 'ID 5

lower round of A-array is 1

PRINr A(I) ~
0070
0080 NEXT I

0090 ICMBaJND =0
0100 DIM B(5)
0110 PRINr
0120 FOR I=O 'ID 4
PRINr A(I)
0130
0140 NEXT I
0150 PRINr
0160 FOR I=O to 5
0170
PRINr 8( I) ~
0180 NEXT I
1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

o

0 0 0 0 0

Page 165, line 3, 8 and 9:
NUL

->

STX

now lower bound of A-array is 0

B-array has 6 elements

(0 to 5)
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NewError Messages (page 176-187)
0047:

PARAMETERERROR

The actual parameters used in a call of an assembler-coded
subroutine do not correspond to the formal parameters as
specified
0049:

in the subroutine.

FACILITY PROTECTED

The statement or cormand is protected

and cannot be

executed at the terminal.
0090:

USER CALL ERROR 1

0091:

USER CALL ERROR 2

These messages can be used by the proqranmer of assemblercoded subroutines

if an error

is detected during

the exe-

cution of the subroutine.
0098:

PAGING ERROR.

This error will only occur on a system running under the
DCMUS-operatingsystem. The reason is,

that

virtual

storage cannot re read fran the disc.

current

proqram is destroyed.

(part of) the
The user's

If the error occurs regularly

the reason is probably malfunctioning hardware.
0099:

SI'ACK 0VERFI.Gl.

A stack overflow may occur, if the user has recursive
functions

or procedures in his proqram, for instance 10 YEF

FNA(X)= FNA(X). If this

is not the reason, then please

contact RC.
No

0105,

0110,

0115:

LD - > LD/SUBCATAIOO

0160:

CATAIDG I/O

ERROR

Somekind of inconsistence
Contact RC.

was discovered in the cata.loq ,
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0161: SUBCATAIDG
UNKNCl'm
The user attempted to oonnect his terminal
which does not exist
ref.

to a subcatalog

or to ytlich no link has teen made (see

[1]).

0165: DISCWRITEPROTECTED
An attempt bas teen made to write data

00

a (flexible)

disc

which is writeprotected.
0166: ILLEGAL
OPERATION
1) A wrong protection
2) The disc-unit
initialized

key was specified

or

oontaining a subcatalog has not teen
or

3) An attempt has teen made to oonnect to a file

vtlich

is not a subcatalog.
0167:
This error messaqe means that NOFREEAREAPRXESSes
are available

for the time beinq (see ref.

[3] and [2]).

ror messaqes are fetched fran a discfile,
ration

requires

an areaprocess,

Therefore the text that
no. 0167 is randan.

As er-

and as this ope-

the text cannot te fetched.

is written

in oonnection with error

0172: INDEXBIDCK
FUIL
In oonnection with each file
indexblock can te filled

an indexblock is used. 'Ibis

up, if a file

is very large.

Usually the disc must te reorganized.
0180: Same as 0160
0181: DISCOFF-LINE
An attempt has teen made to access a disc,
ON-LINE.
0185: Same as 0165.

vtlich was not
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0186: ILLEGAL
OPERATION
CN FILE
'1lle file

is reserved by another user i ,e , by a program

running simultaneously

with the BASIC-system.

0187: DISCFULL
The disc on \\bich a file

is created or extended is full.

0192: Same as 0172.
As it can be seen, many of the nessaqes 0160-0172 and 0180-0192
are alike

each other.

In general

it can be said,

that errors

0160-0172 occur in oonnection with operat.ions on (sub)catalogs,
while 0180-0172 occur in connection with ~rations
Page 189, line

5:

Disc write-protected

-> Skip block

on files.

•
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Page 211:
Insert DIGITS, ~,

ProrECT and RESET as reserved

words.
Page 212, insert after line 4:

"1
[
<slit> J

I"'<var>

<svar>
<mvar>

<svar>

CALL

,

...

H

<sarray>
<Slit>
<expr>

l
Invokes the execution of an
assembler-coded subroutine.

STATEMENI'

Page 213, insert before line 4:
DIGITS = <expr>

3.6A

Specifies the maximal number digits

STATEMENI'

output in PRINT-statements in systems
with extended precision.

or

CG1MAND

Page 213, line 4 through 8:

DIM

<svar> (<1>)
<sarray> (<n>,<1> )
<array> (<In>)
<array> (<row>,<col>

<svar> (<1»
<sarray> (<n>,<1»
<array> (<In>)
<array> (<row>,<col.>

Defines the size of string variables,
string arrays or numeric arrays.

STATEMENI'

or

CG1MAND

3.7
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Page 215, insert

line -10:

after

ProrECT = <expr>
Protects
that

certain

3.26A
statements

and cx:mnandsso

they cannot be executed at the terminal.

Page 216, insert

after

line 12:

3.30A

Restores normal, function of the Escape key and
normal error
Page 225, insert
~=

'\

action.
efter

line -5:

<expr>

9.10.A
or

Sets the lower round of arrays.

CXJ.1MAND

to 0 or 1

STATEMENI'
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Corrections to the Index (page 230-239)
Page 231:
CALL, H
Page 232:
U
DIGITS, 3.6A, I
Page 234:
LIB, 3.3, 9.10, 9.16
Logical discs
- wri te access, 7.2
LCXnVU:X:;OF functions, G
LOWBOUND, 2.4, 3.7, 5.1, 6.2, 9.10A
Page 237
ProrEcr, 3.26A, G
RESET, 3.20, 3.21, 3.30A
Page 238:
Strings
- arrays 3.7,5.1,9.10A
Page 238:
line -14 is replaced by:
subcatalog, see Logical disc.
subcatalog (in a logical disc), see Catalog.

RETURN LETTER
. RC BASIC/CCMU.
l'"tl
I e. Corrections
(no. 3) to the RC BASIC

RC"1 N
u,

43-GL 9609
0.:
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